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This newsletter is published by the Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education and will provide Massachusetts 
educators with information, advice, and support to teach the Massachusetts learning standards to students with significant disabilities, 

and to conduct the MCAS Alternate Assessment.  

"If you only have a hammer, you tend to see every problem as a nail." 
-Abraham Maslow 

• Fall Educators' Training 
• Forms and Graphs Online—Available Now! 
• MCAS-Alt Timeline 
• January Portfolio Review Sessions 
• Ordering MCAS-Alt Materials 
• Administrators’ Corner 

We were pleased to see so many teachers at the MCAS-Alt Educators' Training this past month. During the 
month of October, more than 2500 teachers attended the MCAS-Alt training sessions sponsored by the 
Department. During the portfolio review sessions in January, the Department will again offer MCAS-Alt 
Overview training sessions for teachers new to the process. 



  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

  

   

Frequently Asked Questions 
For those who were not able to attend the fall training workshops, the answers to many of your questions 
are available in the 2012 Educator’s Manual for MCAS-Alt. The manual is available online at 
www.doe.mass.edu/mcas/alt/edmanual.pdf. An online order form for a print copy is also posted to that 
website. 

The answers to several frequently asked questions can be found on the pages listed below in the 2012 
MCAS-Alt Educator’s Manual for MCAS-Alt: 

• What are the changes for the 2012 MCAS-Alt? See pages 1–2. 
• When are photographs acceptable to submit as primary evidence? See page 33. 
• What are the submission requirements for data charts? See pages 32-33. 
• Should work samples also be included as points on the data chart? See page 32. 
• Where can I find examples of self-evaluation? See pages 34 and 51. 
• How do I measure a student’s level of independence? See page 37. 
• How and under what conditions should a portfolio be submitted after grade 10? See page 23. 

Two versions of the online 2012 MCAS-Alt Forms and Graphs program are now available for completing the 
required MCAS-Alt forms, data charts, and work description labels on a computer.  

•	 Option 1, the download version, allows you to download the program to complete the forms and 

graphs on one computer. 


•	 Option 2, the web-based version, allows you to access your student's forms and graphs on a secure, 
password-protected website. You may complete the forms and graphs using any computer with 
Internet access. 

To obtain either version, visit the MCAS-Alt Web page at www.doe.mass.edu/mcas/alt/resources.html. 

It is important to start early and remain on track in terms of organizing material for your students’ portfolios. 
You should begin now to gather evidence and establish a schedule for completing the portfolios in a timely 
manner so they can be submitted by the deadline of April 2, 2012. Here are some helpful tips: 

•	 Identify a learning standard and skill for each student in each strand or standard required for 
assessment. Complete Strand Cover Sheets and the top portion of each data chart in order to identify 
the measurable outcome to be addressed by the student. Remember that the measurable outcome 
must include a single skill that will be documented on at least eight separate dates on each chart. 

•	 Consider whether to use data charts and description labels provided in the 2012 Educator’s Manual 
for MCAS-Alt or in a version of the online MCAS-Alt Forms and Graphs program. Begin to fill out the 
data charts for the information you will be collecting. 

•	 Begin collecting data! Remember, there may be a slight regression in student performance just after 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

students return from school vacation or the holidays, followed by a quick improvement once students 
get back into action. 

•	 If you plan to submit photographs or audio/video clips in the student’s portfolio, make sure to get the 
parent’s or guardian’s signature on the Consent Form provided in the Educator’s Manual. Consent 
forms must be kept on file at the school and need not be submitted with the student’s portfolio. 

•	 Plan to attend a Portfolios-in-Progress review session in January. 

Portfolio review and overview training sessions will be held January 10 through 13 from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 
p.m. across the state. In early December, an informational flyer will be faxed to each school and district 
office and will be posted to www.doe.mass.edu/mcas/alt/resources.html. 

Tentative dates and locations for these sessions are as follows:  
          January 10 – Taunton, Holiday Inn  
          January 11 – Marlboro, Best Western  
          January 12 – Springfield, Marriott  
          January 13 – Peabody, Marriott  

Two options will be available for participants:  

Option 1: Small group discussion and portfolio review sessions led by MCAS-Alt training specialists for 
teachers who have questions about their portfolios in progress  

Option 2: MCAS-Alt Overview training session for teachers new to the alternate assessment process who 
did not attend the training in October.  

The goal of these sessions is to provide guidance and information that will allow teachers to complete and 
submit high-quality portfolios. Another series of portfolio review sessions will be offered March 6-9.  

If you have questions, please contact the MCAS Service Center at 800-737-5103.  

If you did not attend a Department-sponsored MCAS-Alt training workshop in October, and would like to 
obtain a print copy of either the 2012 Educator's Manual for MCAS-Alt or the Resource Guide to the 
Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks for Students with Disabilities (2006), you can access an online 
order form at http://www.doe.mass.edu/mcas/alt/resources.html . 



 

 

 
 
 

   

 

 

  
   

 

  
 

 
 
 

 
  

 

(Teachers: Please share this information with your building or program administrator)  

The Administrator’s Corner feature is intended to provide guidance to building administrators in assisting 
educators in their school or program to remain on track to complete their portfolios in time for submission on 
April 2, 2012. We recommend that the following activities be accomplished this fall: 

•	 Identify teachers who are responsible for assembling the MCAS-Alt portfolios. 
•	 Check in with these teachers at intervals to determine how best to support their needs. 
•	 If possible, set up regularly scheduled times for teachers to work on their students' portfolios; for 


example, perhaps one afternoon each month or two hours every other week. 

•	 Designate a mentor (usually another teacher with MCAS-Alt experience), if possible, to assist
 

teachers new to the MCAS-Alt process. 

•	 Plan to complete your school’s enrollment survey on January 9-20 in which you will order all MCAS 

test materials and MCAS-Alt three-ring binders and submission materials. Binders and portfolio 
submission materials will be shipped to your school during the week of February 27. 

Was this email forwarded to you?	 We'd love to hear from you. 
Get on our mailing list. Click here to Please let us know if there is a topic you’d like  

sign up for the MCAS-Alt News.  us to address in a future MCAS-Alt newsletter.  

Published during the school year by the Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education  
www.doe.mass.edu/mcas/alt 


